HOCOMA CHANGES LIVES EVERY
DAY THROUGH TECHNOLOGY AND
INNOVATION.

Founded in

1996
in Switzerland

150+ employees
from 25+ countries

For close to 20 years, Hocoma has
been the world leader in pioneering
the field of robotic rehabilitation:
robots that are now in more than 70
countries, in the top rehabilitation
hospitals and clinics - and that have
impacted millions of lives globally.
Featured in everything from scientific
publications such as The Lancet and
Journal or NeuroEngineering and

Rehabilitation to TechCrunch and
The Oprah Magazine, Hocoma is on
a mission to reinvent rehabilitation
now and for the future.
Proudly founded, manufactured and
engineered in Volketswil, Zurich,
Hocoma is part of the DIH family
of companies advancing medical
technologies around the world.

Medical Science
Liaison for Gait
Balance
Location
Switzerland.

ARE YOU
INSPIRED BY…

-- ensuring that our gait & balance
products cover the clinical needs
of the rehabilitation world?
-- working throughout our product’s
lifecycle to help ensure that
products are utilized effectively?
-- serving as scientific peer and
resource within the clinical
community and being the
scientific expert to internal
colleagues at company?
-- influencing and enhancing the
innovation of our gait & balance
product portfolio?
-- managing and compiling
education materials for endcustomers on a global level?
WE MATCH WITH
PEOPLE WHO...

-- communicate openly and have
natural authority in exchanging
professional views with product
managers, engineers and clinical
experts on various levels.
-- are passionate about gait
rehabilitation, have visions and the
power to turn them into reality.

Above all else – the right attitude and
drive is what we are looking for.

Apply now with your CV and photo to Att:
Ms. Helene Teuscher, Human Resources.
personal@hocoma.com
+41 43 444 22 00

-- have a structured working style to
enable customer-centric content.
-- transfer easily customer needs
into clinical requirements.
-- have great intercultural skills.
YOU HAVE...

-- physical therapy background
and clinical working experience
in gait and balance rehabilitation
environments.
-- knowledge and experience in
operating advanced rehabilitation
equipment, experience with
Hocoma product will be a plus.
-- strong interest inworking in
an agile environment within
a multidisciplinary team of
engineers, clinicians, marketing,
regulatory, etc.
-- disruptive ideas to overcome the
healthcare challenges that affect
gait and balance rehabilitation.
-- an educational background as
PT, OT or Human Movement
Scientist.
-- excellent command of English.
Additional language(s) will be a
plus.

